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Hey there! ! Lauren here! I’m so excited to share these 

magical sight word flashcards with you! "

But first things first, you absolutely, 100%, no-butts-about-

it, MUST, MUST, (Did I say MUST?) open this file with Adobe 

Reader on a desktop computer or laptop. If not, it will not 

work.

Type your sight words here. You 

can type 2 words. You can type 

100 words. It just depends on how 

many flash cards you want.

TA-DA! Now all of these 

flash cards are instantly 

made! Just print and cut!

Click to Download 

Adobe Reader for FREE

Click to watch a video 

tutorial on using this file.

© A Teachable Teacher 
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Type your words in the boxes below. You can use TAB to get to the next box.



Thank you for downloading! 
I sincerely hope that you find this resource to be useful in 
your classroom. If you have any questions or suggestions, 

feel free to contact me via email: 
lauren@aTeachableTeacher.com 

Terms of Use: 
• Every page of this resource is copyrighted.  You may not

use any part of this resource to create another resource.
• This resource is licensed for single classroom use only.

Do not redistribute.
• Uploading this resource to the internet is strictly

forbidden.
• You may share about the use of this resource on blogs

and/or social media, but please credit A Teachable 
Teacher and provide a link when possible.

Let’s Connect! 
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